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Full Stack Developer
Job Description
At MATTR we are creating the tools to support decentralised identity and verifiable data. We
are looking for passionate people that thrive working on evolving technology with a strong
delivery gene and an interest in developing a new category of tools to support the next
generation of the internet – the web of trust.
We're looking for Full Stack developers that have a keen eye for those small things that catch
you out later and are going to dig into a problem to resolve it in an elegant way. However, you
can balance perfection with pragmatic delivery.
You will have pride in your work and it will show in the projects you have been involved with in
the past and you enjoy sharing your knowledge with the team.
Because we are working on emerging technology we are looking for people with a thirst to learn
and, is at heart, someone that is naturally inquisitive and always looking for a better way to do
something
Our stack is TypeScript, NodeJS, React Native, and operates on Kubernetes. You will have
experience with related technology and experience writing clean functional code in a team
environment.
You will be involved from the ground up helping to make the choices on how we provide our
services and what patterns are used to build our technology.
We are currently looking for an intermediate or above, if you think you have what we need to
build the future, we want to hear from you.
MATTR values diversity in the workforce and we encourage candidates from diverse
backgrounds, including those with access needs, to apply for our roles.

As a MATTR developer, your day will
-

Working with TypeScript on a daily basis but sometimes other languages as well

-

Actively participate in reviewing code to help everyone produce work we are all proud of

-

Working side by side with people just as passionate as you

-

Building applications that make the complex appear to be simple

-

Solving problems that truly are unique

-

Feel like you are doing meaningful work

About you
It's our culture that makes MATTR the best place to work, so we are looking for people that
contribute to that culture. People who are inquisitive, open, honest and generous with their time
for others. People who take ownership, have a go and experiment. People who empower
others, share their knowledge, are transparent and who actively seek out diversity and do
what's right.
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What you will bring
-

A suitable level of experience with TypeScript

-

Past experience building microservices as well as larger more monolithic like capabilities

-

Your experience developing applications that are in the hands of customers and responding
to their needs

-

Experience resolving pesky hard to solve problems in complicated systems

-

The ability to translate technical jargon into plain language, so many conversations will be
abstract and learning how to extract the gold is key

-

Ability to listen and communicate clearly and succinctly with those around you so we can all
avoid confusion where possible

-

The ability to switch direction when something doesn't work out and not be too proud to
admit it

-

The ability to collaborate to make the right decision at the time

What we’ll bring
-

A great space to work in, we are located in the generator down on Wynyard quarter right in
the middle of the most innovative work going on in New Zealand

-

Flexibility in how you work because we know that everyone is different and sometimes you
have to be elsewhere

-

The best people to work with, because we are reinventing how we interact with the world,
we are attracting some amazing people and you will get to be one of them

-

A competitive package, we have some amazing benefits that need to be seen to be believed,
you won't be disappointed

-

New challenges every day because everything we are doing is about running along the edge
of what is possible

Sounds like you? We would love to hear from you!
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